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PILOT AND BOMBARDIER BRING FORTRESS HOME SAFELY AFTER
EIGHT CREW MATES BAIL OUT

After eight members of their crew had bailed out over enemy territory,the pilot
and the bombardier of an Eighth U.S. AaF Flying Fortress brought their crippled ship,
"Fenny’s Thunderhead", safely back to England to make an emergency landing at an

RAF field near the coast.

The bombardier, 2nd Lt. Robert G. Fitzgerald, of 163 Suffolk Rd., Chestnut Kill,
Mass., had just shouted over the intercom "Bombs away!", and had sent his bomb load

plummeting down, when the big' bomber was hit and staggered by bursts of anti-aircraft

fire. The first burst caught the number three engine, causing the prop to run away,
and making the ship heave and buck wildly. The pilot, 2nd Lt. Richard H. Kaufman, of

Antigo, Wise., was fighting the controls to bring the bomber back into level flight
when three more bursts hit the nose, bomb bay door, and the number one engine, which

was set afire.

Unable to bring the Fortress under control, with the engines out, Lt.. Kaufman

gave the crew orders to abandon the ship.

One by one, theeight crew members stepped out and down under their billowing
parachutes. As Lt. Fitzgerald ste ped to the escape hatch to follow his crew mates,
he was halted by a shout from the pilot,

"The fire’s out in number three engine!” Kaufman yelled. "It has started to

freeze already".

Fitzgerald stepped back from the hatch and three German fighters that were on

the ship’s tail peeled off and left, evidently thinking that the entire crew had

bailed out and that the Fort was sailing along on automatic control.

The Fort was going down rapidly and h d already lost about 10.,000 feet of

altitude. Fitzgerald and Kaufman talked it over and decided to stay with the ship
and gamble on getting the crippled bomber back to England on its two remaining
engines.

They won.

The officer commanding the RAF station where the two brought their ship down,
expressed amazement when he heard their tale...

And Kaufman and Fitzgerald were thankful thankful to be safely back in

England and thankful for the overwhelming hospitality shewn them by the men of the
RAF.

"The cocktails, warm beds, pajamas and swell food we were given at the £AF
station made us that much mere thankful to get back," said Kaufman.
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